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The challenge
                                technical, social, policy hurdles

complex, unguided environment 

                  quick, sometimes rude people/bots 

     intense debates 

               public and impersonal exchanges

Wikipedia’s culture can seem... 
  complicated, inaccessible, and intimidating



This doesn’t help attract diversity. 



Can we change the tone to encourage diverse 
contributors to join our communities?



Experiments in welcoming social interaction

The Wikipedia 
Adventure

invitation
acknowledgement
showing people
playful design

WikiWomen’s 
Collaborative

Wikipedia 
Teahouse

Grants:IdeaLab

4 strategies



Our fellow experimenters

Heather Walls
Sarah Stierch

Jonathan Morgan

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/WikiProject_Funissrsbznss



Strategy:  Invitation

Some people won’t jump in until they’re asked  

Invitation makes us feel welcome and 
supported

It begins creating a sense of belonging









But...

How do we use invitation to expand rather than 
reinforce existing cultures?



Strategy:  Acknowledgement

Being noticed and recognized validates a 
participant’s experience

Acknowledgement encourages us to keep 
engaging

Receiving positive feedback connects you to the 
experience







But...

How do we create rewards that encourage 
valuable participation, rather than trivialize 
behavior or mis-incentivize it? 



Strategy:  Showing People

Seeing yourself & others gives a sense of human 
community 

It allows us to imagine ourselves becoming part 
of something  

Empathy is encouraged by visual cues







Above the fold...



But...

How do we let people imagine themselves in a 
community where there aren’t (yet) many others 
like them?



Strategy:  Playful design

Play lowers the fear of failure, rejection, and 
public condemnation

It allows us to try new things and make mistakes

Playful design can help us do serious things 
more, because we enjoy them 



IdeaLab is an incubator for Wikimedia-
related ideas.

As much as we want to know your idea 
for a better hat to deflect alien mind-rays,  
remember to tell us how your idea improves 
a Wikimedia website or makes contributing 
easier for Wikimedia volunteers.



           



But...
 

Can we avoid alienating existing community and 
culture of seriousness while expanding and 
demystifying with fun and play?



Experimental impact
TH new editors have...
1.7x longer user retention
2x more articles edited
3.2x more female editors [1]

[1] Morgan, Bouterse, Walls, and Stierch. 2013. Tea and sympathy: crafting positive new user experiences on wikipedia. (CSCW '13) 
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2441776.2441871
[2] https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:WikiWomen%27s_Collaborative/Reflection

(small) sample of 
women started 
editing more after 
WWC launched [2]

http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2441776.2441871
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/2441776.2441871


Questions:

Do you think playful tone and welcoming, social 
interaction might impact diversity in our 
communities?

Could these 4 strategies contribute to diversity in 
meaningful ways?  

Do we sacrifice anything in the process of adding 
playful and inviting design?   

Could these strategies attract the ‘wrong’ people?



Inviting action:  Join in the 
fun

Create a profile
 Teahouse  en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WP:Teahouse

 WikiWomen’s Collab meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/WikiWomen’s_Collaborative

 IdeaLab  meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:IdeaLab

Share an IdeaLab idea meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Grants:IdeaLab

   
Play TWA mission 1 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WP:TWA

How does this space make you feel?



How can you use play? 

How might you incorporate (steal, share) any of 
the 4 strategies for a project you’re involved in?

Would it help bring diversity to your community?



How can you use play?

What project did you talk about? 

What strategies seem most useful?  

How might you setup your own experiment 
aimed at diversity?



Inviting diversity

invitation
acknowledgement
showing people
playful design

Who do you invite?
Who do you acknowledge?
Who can you show?
Where can you play?



Structure 1.5 hours
slides talk (all):  20 mins
questions (all):   15 mins
   about slides
   invited questions
activity (pairs):  15 mins
   w/ your partner try creating a TH/WWC/IdeaLab profile, IdeaLab idea,       
   TWA mission 1
   talk about it with partner (how does this space make you feel?)
group check-in (all): 5 mins
   share back what you noticed, how it made you feel
small group workshop (4-6):  20 mins (can you use this?)
   choose a project you’re involved in
   talk through how you might incorporate (steal and share) at least of       
   the 4 strategies
group discussion: 10 mins
   share what project and how you thought about incorporating
parting thoughts: 5 mins


